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Moon may not be the tallest guy out there, but what he lacks in height he sure makes up in 
personality!  Moon is a bright and easy going guy, that aims to please and loves getting to go 
out on adventures.  From petting friend at the zoo, visiting nursing homes, educating kids at the 
fair, to packing his humans down the trail. 
companions either.  He's enjoyed the company of shorties
15 hands.  So don't let his size hold you back, this pocket sized companion aims to please in all 
areas of life from working to goofing off with his favorite humans. 
exactly the same in temperament and work eth
then Moonpie is the one to give your shot to. 
on Facebook, Bleau Moon Farm
 
Pedigree: https://www.allbreedpedigree.com/tmr+dancing+moonfire

International Colored Appaloosa Assn (ICAA) Stallion Showcase

TMR DANCING MOONFIRE 
  

F4-2910 
2017 Bay Snowcap Varnish 

6-Panel N/N 
EE, Aa, LP/LP and n/PATN1, n/W20 

 
Sire: TMR Comanche Moon (F5) 

Dam: DREA Redeagle Nutmeg (F3) 
 

Fee $650 

Moon may not be the tallest guy out there, but what he lacks in height he sure makes up in 
Moon is a bright and easy going guy, that aims to please and loves getting to go 

From petting friend at the zoo, visiting nursing homes, educating kids at the 
fair, to packing his humans down the trail.  Moon isn't biased on the heigh

s enjoyed the company of shorties such as himself and
So don't let his size hold you back, this pocket sized companion aims to please in all 

areas of life from working to goofing off with his favorite humans.  So far his foals have been 
exactly the same in temperament and work ethic.  If you’re not afraid to root for the 

is the one to give your shot to.  You can follow his shenanigans on our farm page 
Bleau Moon Farm. 

https://www.allbreedpedigree.com/tmr+dancing+moonfire  
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Bleau Moon Farm 
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Moon may not be the tallest guy out there, but what he lacks in height he sure makes up in 
Moon is a bright and easy going guy, that aims to please and loves getting to go 

From petting friend at the zoo, visiting nursing homes, educating kids at the 
Moon isn't biased on the height of his lady 

such as himself and the taller gals at 
So don't let his size hold you back, this pocket sized companion aims to please in all 

So far his foals have been 
not afraid to root for the underdog, 

You can follow his shenanigans on our farm page 


